
“No one will protect what they don’t care about, and no one will care about what they have never experienced.” - Sir David Attenborough

The goal of our work with children and young adults is to develop their love for Nature. The strength of this 
love and deepening of connections to our physical world improves their mental wellbeing, fosters increased 

awareness for the environment, builds compassion, and manifests as kaitiakitanga (guardianship). 

We pursue these aspirations by giving students the opportunity to spend time in Nature, exploring and 
experimenting with mindful nature photography. The students learn digital photography skills, expand their 
creative writing, and enhance their ability to see the wonders of the natural world all around them. They love 
seeing their photographs printed, enjoy writing captions and are thrilled when they see their work published 

in a digital magazine and an inspirational book. 

We believe that by forming deep connections and love for our natural environment, we are happier, more 
compassionate, conserve what we love, and live sustainably. This fuels our passion to work with diverse com-
munities, ages, and schools, so we can contribute to fostering a more sustainable society and planet for us all.

IMAgEN8 is a registered charity. All donations and earned income fund future workshops. 

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP FORMAT 

• The program is aimed at Years 3-10 with 10 students per 1-2 hr workshop
• The program aligns with digital learning, visual arts, well being and ecological sustainability areas in the NZ 

curriculum, and help develop students’  language, symbols and texts competency. It gives them the oppor-
tunity to be creators of content with nature as the context.

• Students receive prints of their pictures, and schools can opt to receive copies of an inspirational book of 
their students’ work. Students’ work is also published in the Compassionate Nature digital magazine

• Schools contribute to the cost of operating the workshops in formats suited to their priorities
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“It has long been acknowledged that being in nature is good for one’s general wellbeing and this opportunity to experience moments of wonder 
around the school was certainly very rewarding for students. It is hoped that a spark of creativity has been lit so that in future years these students 
will marvel at the beauty in the world; that they will find joy in everyday scenes - from watching a pigeon scrounge for titbits, to appreciating the 
exquisite colour, fragrance and symmetry of a flower in spring.” - Ms. Anne McDonnell, Year 7 Teacher, Remuera Intermediate School

2 Auckland Schools pilot

Contact: Tushar Sharma | tushar@imagen8.co.nz |  www.imagen8.co.nz

Since June 2019, we have had...

20 Workshops run

145 Students participate 2 Books published

Te toi whakairo, ka ihiihi, ka wehiwehi, ka aweawe te ao katoa.
Artistic excellence makes the world sit up in wonder.
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